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Taiwan-made High Quality Precision Springs 
Exported to the U.S., Europe, Japan

Sheng Chi Spring Co., Ltd.
外銷歐美日的台製高質精密彈簧聖綺彈簧五金有限公司

Located in Lugang Town of Changhua County (central Taiwan), 
Sheng Chi Spring has over 30 years of experience in specialized 
production of compression springs, extension springs, torsion 
springs, f lat springs, etc. Its predecessor is Ruifeng Spring 
Manufactory established by the founder with 165 square meters of 
floor area and 3 employees. In 1998, Ruifeng Spring Manufactory 
was renamed to Sheng Chi Spring Manufactory, and then in 2010 
renamed again to Sheng Chi Spring Co Ltd as we know it now. The 
current number of employees in Sheng Chi Spring has increased 
to 15. In 2013, the company expanded the manufacturing plant to a 
floor area of 992 square meters. Today, the company is a reputable 
spring expert in the local county and central Taiwan.

Assorted Sizes & Materials 
Available in Standard and Customized Formats

Sheng Chi Spring 
produces springs and 
flat springs made of 
various types of wires 
and plates. Besides 
standard products, 
t he  c omp a ny  c a n 
provide customized 
spr ings according 
to clients’ needs to 
help them produce 

desired products with maximized efficiency. Regarding the sizes 
and materials available from Sheng Chi Spring, Eric Hsu, successor 
to the founder, said the company produces springs in sizes of 
0.2mm-16mm. To cope with clients’ demand for various materials, 
the company uses SWC, SWOSC-VSWOSC-B, SUP, SUS304 and 
other materials used for manufacturing springs. Such production 
flexibility makes Sheng Chi springs extensively applicable to hand 
tools (SAE-9254, SWOSC-V, SUS304 ratchet wrenches), pneumatic 
tools, precision electronics parts, medical equipment, electrical 
switches, optical instruments, motor parts, etc.

Precise Production & Quality Check
Not only does the company has spring formers and grinders to 

produce springs in clients’ desired specifications, but it also has 
pressure resistance testers and tension/compression/load testers to 
monitor product quality. Sheng Chi Spring can produce products 

in accurate sizes demanded by clients according 
to their drawings. Before shipment, the company’s 
QC personnel will use testers to inspect products 
with reference to the drawings, and ensure that the 
products meet required specifications and clients’ 
desired quality.

Exporting to the U.S., Europe, Japan  
& Keeping an Eye on the Global 
Spring Market

Eric said that springs are required by all sorts of 
professional tools and repair equipment. “If there 
is any part in the world that needs us, that is where 
our springs will go to. We can precisely produce and 
offer springs specified by clients.” Sheng Chi springs 
are marketed through trading and sold to the U.S., 
Europe and Japan. To keep up with the advancement 
of technology, Eric revealed that the company plans 
to add advanced equipment in the future to offer 
clients better production service!

Sheng Chi’s contact: Eric Hsu,  E-mail: bottle.bottle@msa.hinet.net


